Stress Concentrations and Plasticity Corrections. Part 2

Exercise with a fitted strain-life-stress curve
Step 1. Get the fitted curve for the merged AA-7075-T6xx data and place it
into a local folder. The file is linked on this page:
http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/Fde/Materials/Alum/AA7xxx/aa7xxx.html
In my case, after a view source, I copy/pasted the file into a local
file called "merged7075T6xx_fitted.html"
Step 2.

For plotting only, create a file that draws the elastic modulus line
# emod69980mpa.txt
# A file that plots elastic line
0
0
0.002858 200
0.008574 600
0.010003 700
0.014290 1000.
In my case I placed the above data into a text file called "emod69980mpa.txt"

Step 3. Plot the two files in the same gnuplot window. You can use the
gnuplot commands:
set grid
set ylabel "Stress, mpa" ; set xlabel "Strain"
set xrange [0.0:0.06]
plot "merged7075T6xx_fitted.html" u 1:3 w lp lc 8, "emod69980mpa.txt" u 1:2 w l lc 7
You should end up with a plot that looks like this:

Step 4 : For an elastic FEA stress of 650 mpa compute the
equal energy (Stress * Strain) on the cyclic curve.
i.e. Solve the formula

Note that in gnuplot the cursor co-ordinates are
displayed in the lower right corner of the window.
-or use a spreadsheet like libreoffice or Excel

Check your results with the
on-line calculator.
Click here

Page is at:

http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/Fde/Materials/Alum/AA7xxx/aa7xxx.html

The calculator web page will present as follows:

Place the 650 value into the
Smax box

The calculator expects a fatigue
cycle, thus enter 0 for Smin
and a 1 for number of cycles.

Then click on "CALCULATE" to send
the file to the server.

The server should return a page that contains the
plasticity corrected hot-spot stress and strain

It also returns the expected
fatigue life for this one
cycle.

This is the hot-spot stress-strain
hysteresis loop. It is fully elastic.

Hit the back button and try
some different values for Smin

That completes the chapter on Stress Concentrations and Plasticity Corrections.
With the use of the calculator page you have also learned how to perform a
fatigue life prediction for a simple FEA stress input history.
The next chapter will focus on the methods that are used to predict the fatigue
damage given a plasticity corrected hot-spot stress and strain history.

